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Abstract
While automated recognition of features has been attempted for a wide range of applications, no single existing
approach possesses the functionality required to perform manufacturability analysis. In this paper, we present
a methodology for taking a CAD model and extracting a set of machinable features suitable for generating all
alternative interpretations of the model as collections of MRSEVs (Material Removal Shape Element Volumes, a
STEP-based library of machining features). This set of MRSEVs is to be employed for manufacturability analysis.
The algorithm handles a variety of features including those describing holes, pockets, slots, and chamfering and
lleting operations. In addition, it considers elementary accessibility constraints for these features and is provably
complete over a signicant class of machinable parts the features describe. Further, the approach has low-order
polynomial-time worst-case complexity.
1 Introduction
Automated recognition of features has been attempted for a wide range of applications, however no single existing
approach is entirely suitable for use in manufacturability analysis. Although many of the CAD/CAM applications
addressed in previous approaches have had compatible goals and functionality, it is often unclear what specic
classes of objects, features, and feature interactions can be handled, making it dicult to evaluate their utility for
manufacturability analysis.
We present in this paper a methodology for taking a CAD model and translating it into a set of features useful for
performing manufacturability analysis in the domain of machined parts. We present algorithms capable of nding
all the instances of a class of volumetric features corresponding to machining operations that occur in the alternative
interpretations of the CAD model. Guaranteeing that all features from alternative interpretations are found is crucial
to manufacturability analysis|where alternative interpretations are generated and evaluated in order to determine
which one is optimal.
Although several approaches have previously been developed for recognizing features from CAD models, we
address several issues that have not been adequately addressed by any single existing approach:
1. For purposes of integrating CAD with CAM, it is important to be able to get features that correspond directly
to manufacturing operations|but such features are not often provided by existing approaches. Moreover, no
standard schemes are used for representing features, therefore output of these systems cannot be directly used
in downstream computer aided manufacturing applications.
To address this problem, we use a class of features that are expressible as MRSEVs (Material Removal Shape
Element Volumes) [15]. MRSEVs are volumetric features corresponding to machining operations on 3-axis
millingmachines. MRSEVs can be dened using EXPRESS (the ocial STEP information modeling language)
and STEP form features. By employing a set of features based on a standard interchange format such as
STEP, we have attempted to ensure that we are addressing a domain of machinable parts of interest to a large
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community. The authors believe this is the rst feature recognition eort to address a feature class that has
been dened using PDES/STEP.
2. Although many approaches have been developed for recognizing features from solid models of mechanical parts,
the absence of a clear mathematical formalism for the problem has made it dicult to ensure completeness
of these approaches. In particular, when features intersect with each other, this changes their topology and
geometry in ways not taken into account by most existing feature recognition systems. Fast algorithms typically
work only for limited classes of parts (e.g., 21
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-dimensional parts with no interactions among the features).
Systems that attempt to handle more complex parts and feature interactions typically use algorithms that take
exponential time in the worst case, or involve heuristic techniques that work in some cases but not others.
Hence, it is often unclear what specic classes of parts and feature interactions can be handled by various
existing approaches.
To address this problem, we have developed an algorithm for recognizing any solid that can be described as
the dierence between a solid model (i.e., something describable with a nite boundary representation) of a
piece of stock and an set of MRSEV instances. The subclass of the MRSEV library we recognize include hole,
pocket, and edge-cut features, along with some elementary accessibility constraints for those features. The
algorithm's time complexity is quadratic in the number of solid modeling operations.
3. In general, there may be several alternative interpretations of the design as dierent collections of machinable
features, corresponding to dierent ways to machine the part. Determining which of these alternatives is
most preferable requires considering the part dimensions, tolerances, and surface nishes, the availability and
capabilities of machine tools and tooling, and xturability constraints. However, most recognition systems do
not present a systematic methodology that guarantees that all features of importance for the generation and
evaluation of alternatives are found. Many try to generate a single interpretation for a given part|but in
general, there may be several alternative interpretations of the part, each of which should be generated and
examined to evaluate the manufacturability of the artifact.
To address this problem, our feature recognition methodology is capable of nding all the features of importance
to building the alternatives within a signicant class of machinable parts. This is embodied in concept of
completeness|i.e. nds all features occurring in the many alternate interpretations of the part regardless of
whether they interact. We have shown previously that our approach is provably complete over the set of all
solids in a mathematically speciable class of parts described by a subclass of MRSEV features, even if the
features intersect with each other in complex ways [23].
In our previous work [8, 23], we had focused on developing a formalization of the problem of recognizing machin-
able features expressible as MRSEVs and demonstrating provable completeness and complexity properties for our
algorithms. This paper builds on these results, emphasizing the link between MRSEVs and machining operations,
their relationship to evolving standards for data exchange, and the unique characteristics of our approach that will
be required to perform manufacturability analysis.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 presents our denitions. Section 4
presents our algorithm for recognizing MRSEVs. Section 5 presents potential applications of this feature recognition
methodology for manufacturability analysis. Section 4.3 describes our current implementation. Section 6 discusses
future extensions of our research and concluding remarks.
2 Related Work
Feature-based approaches have been very popular in a variety of CAD/CAM implementations, but dierent people
have used the term to mean dierent things [28, 11, 7]. Signicant amounts of work have been directed towards
dening sets of form features to serve as a communication medium between design and manufacturing|but at
present, most researchers are convinced that a single set of features cannot satisfy the requirements of both of these
domains.
Most signicant to the development of feature recognition systems for use in manufacturability analysis is recent
work on feature recognition and generation of alternative feature interpretation for parts. For a comprehensive
overview of feature-based manufacturing techniques, the reader is referred to [27].
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Feature recognition has been considered an important research area in CAD/CAM integration and many dierent
approaches have been developed over the last decade. The approaches of [4, 12] based on graph algorithms provide
an excellent level of computational formality. However, while they have known algorithmic properties, they appear
dicult to extend to realistic manufacturing problems. The grammatical methods of [19, 24] and some of the graph-
based approaches are prone to combinatorial diculties. The recent work in [6] describes promising techniques that
combat the combinatorial problems by abstracting an approximation of the geometric and topological information
in a solid model and nding features in the approximation. Corney and Clark [3] have had success extending the
capabilities of graph-based algorithms to more general 21
2
-dimensional parts.
Sakurai [26] emphasized the need to be able to extract some form of user dened feature types that may arise
in specic applications and unites it with graph-based feature recognition. In more recent work, Sakurai and Chin
[25] propose an algorithm for recognizing very general protrusions and cavities through \spatial decomposition and
composition."
In one of the early eorts on feature extraction, Woo [32] proposed a method for nding general depression
and protrusion features on a part through decomposing the convex hull of the solid model. The approach had
several problems, including the existence of pathological cases in which the procedure would not converge. The
non-convergence of Woo's approach has been solved in recent work by Kim [13]. Currently being addressed is how
to extend this method from polyhedra to handle the general surfaces (for example, analytic surfaces such as cones
and spheres) found in realistic parts.
The work of Henderson [10] was seminal in employing expert systems on the feature recognition problem. More
recently, Henderson has employed graph-based methods and neural networks to recognize features [2, 20]. Kypri-
anou [16] presented the rst eort to use grammars to parse solid models of parts for group coding.
The ability to handle interacting features has become an informal benchmark for feature recognition systems and
has been the focus of numerous research eorts. The work of [5] included the formalization of a feature description
language and employed frame-based reasoning algorithms to extract machining features for computer aided process
planning. An aggressive approach to handle feature interactions and intersections was done by Marefat [18]. The
work built on the representation scheme of [12] and used a novel combination of expert system and hypothesis testing
techniques to extract surface features from polyhedral objects.
Perhaps the most comprehensive and formal approach to date for recognizing features and handling their inter-
actions has been that of Vandenbrande [30]. It provides a computationally rigorous framework for recognizing a
signicant class of realistic machining features of interest for process planning via articial intelligence techniques
in combination with queries to a solid modeler. He formalized a set of feature classes and recognition \hints" for
each class. The hints are extracted from the solid model and classied as to their potential for building a feature
instance. A frame-based reasoning system then acts on the hints and attempts to complete a feature frame with
information needed to make a maximal instance of a feature. [31] argues that the approach is complete over the set
of all cases in which sucient hints exist to identify all features that have to be found; however, no proof of this has
been presented.
The recent work of [17] couples feature-based design and feature recognition to provide for incremental feature
recognition. This type of approach recognizes changes in the geometric model as new or modied features while
preserving the existing feature information. They also provide for some forms of customizability with use of a
feature-denition language to add new features into the system.
3 Denitions and Notation
3.1 Basic Concepts
A solid is a manifold r-set with analytic bounding surfaces. If R is any solid, then b(R) is the boundary of R, and
(R) is the interior of R. Note that R = (R) [ b(R) and that (R)\ b(R) = ;. If R and R0 are solids, then R \ R0
is the regularized intersection of a and b, i.e., the closure of (R) \ (R0). Similarly, R [ R0 and R   R0 are the
regularized union and regularized dierence, respectively.
A machined part (or just a part) is the nished component to be produced as a result of a nite set of machining
operations on a piece of stock, i.e., the raw material from which the part is to be machined. We will represent both
the part and the stock as geometric solids. We use term workpiece to describe the state of stock after applying a
subset of operation sequences. Throughout this paper, we let P be a solid representing a part, and S be a solid
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representing the stock from which P is to be made. The delta volume (i.e., the volume to be machined), is the solid
 = S   P .
3.2 Material Removal Shape Element Volumes (MRSEVs)
3.2.1 PDES/STEP
STEP is the International Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data being developed by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO). PDES stands for Product Data Exchange using STEP and it represents
the activity of several organizations in the United States in support of STEP. The organizations involved with PDES
comprise many corporate, government, and standards development entities.
Describing data in STEP is handled by dening an information model in the EXPRESS data modeling lan-
guage [29] for each type of data required. Once an information model is dened, data for representing a specic
product can be represented by using the STEP rules for mapping EXPRESS to a physical le [1]. The EXPRESS
model denes the data entities that describe the class of objects in the domain.






































































Figure 1: The features in the hierarchy of MRSEVs and their attributes.
Kramer [15] developed a library of material removal shape element volumes (MRSEVs) as a means of categorizing
the shapes of volumes to be removed by machining operations on a 3-axis machining center, such as drilling and
milling. MRSEVs can be dened using the EXPRESS modeling language and STEP form features. Kramer [15] has
written such denitions for a subset of the MRSEV library, and has dened the rest of the MRSEV library using an
EXPRESS-like language.
The MRSEV hierarchy provides a framework for describing a large class of volumetric entities of interest to
machining. Each entity type has a number of required and optional attributes. MRSEV instances have been used
for applications such as process planning and NC-program generation [14]. Kramer's primary MRSEV types include
linear swept features, edge-cut features, ramps, general grooves, and rotational pockets.
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Figure 2: Specication for the two subclasses of edge-cut MRSEV features.
MRSEVs are geometrically and topologically dened volumetric features. Information about design attributes
such as tolerances, surface nishes, or available machine tools that would yield specic operations to machine the
volumes are not part of their denitions. While the CAD models we consider have attributes denoting tolerances
and other machining constraints, selection of the appropriate operations is outside the specications for our feature
recognition system. In the context of this approach, consideration of these types of machining constraints and choices
for specic operations that machine a MRSEV volume is performed during the manufacturability analysis, as will be
discussed in Section 5. The operations used to machine a MRSEV will depend on the cost and availability of tools
and machines to satisfy these design attributes and the parameters considered to analyze manufacturability.
For the purpose of this paper we conne our domain to the edge-cut and linear swept features, i.e., holes, pockets,
and pockets with islands, chamfers, llets, countersinks, and edge blends. Kramer denes linear swept feature as
a shape resulting from sweeping a closed prole of edges along a straight line perpendicular to the plane of the
prole1. An edge-cut feature results from sweeping the at or round edge of an angled tool along a, possibly open,
prole of edges. The product of this kind of MRSEV feature is typically a attened or rounded edge on the part,
such as a chamfer. For manufacturability analysis, we have added criteria (such as accessibility and existence of
corner radii for convex pocket corners) to MRSEVs to ensure the volumes recognized are in some way machinable.
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) present illustrations for two the two classes of edge-cut MRSEV features: edge ats and edge
rounds. Illustrations of MRSEV holes and pockets can be found in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b).
3.2.3 MRSEV Instances
The MRSEVs are parameterized solids. A specic instance of one of these MRSEVs can be instantiated by
1In the case of a pocket with islands, an island is considered to be a subfeature dened by its own closed prole.
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z round edge blend
Attribute of hole Type
location point
orientation vector
depth positive real number
radius positive real number
end end condition
Attribute of pocket Type
location point
orientation vector
depth positive real number
prole edge loop
bottom blend edge blend
islands set of one or more islands
Attribute of island Type
prole edge loop
bottom blend optional edge blend
height positive real number
(a) (b)
Figure 3: MRSEV Holes and MRSEV Pockets with islands.
assigning specic choice of attribute values. For example, suppose we choose the following attribute values:
location = (0; 10; 4);
orientation = (0; 0; 1);
prole = fe1g;
depth = 7;
angle = 45 degrees;
endradius = none;
This would dene the chamfer illustrated in Figure4 (a). Similarly, the following values would dene a MRSEV
edge-round pictured in Figure4 (b):
location = (0; 0; 30);
orientation = (0; 0; 1);
radius = 7;




3.3 Correspondence Between Machining Operations and MRSEVs
To perform a machining operation, one starts out with a rotating cutting tool. The cutting tool is mounted on a
large machine tool, and the total volume occupied by the cutting tool and the machine tool is quite large. But we
will only be interested in some small portion of this total volume, namely the portion that actually gets close to the
workpiece. We will call this portion the tool volume, and we will denote it by T . The boundary of T consists of both
cutting and non-cutting surfaces. To perform the machining operation, one sweeps the tool volume T along some
6
(a) (b)
Edge-at MRSEV Edge-round MRSEV
Figure 4: Instances of edge-cut MRSEVs.
trajectory. Informally, the solid consisting of the set of points hit by the cutting surfaces of T as it is swept along
the trajectory will be the material removed by a machining operation.
MRSEVs can be used to represent volumes which can be removed during machining. For example, a MRSEV
hole represents a volume which can be removed by a drilling operation, and a MRSEV pocket represents a volume
which can be removed by an end or face milling operation. It is worth noting that the \pocket" MRSEV is used not

















Figure 5: Examples of feature models.
4 Recognizing MRSEVs
Given solids representing the part P and the stock S, we are interested in nding the set of all MRSEVs that
correspond to useful machining operations that can be used to create P . In this section we present our methodology
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for recognizing MRSEVs.
The input to the feature recognition system is a pair of solids representing the initial stock S, and the nal part
P . Our objective is to have the system produce a set of MRSEV feature instances that can be used to generate and
evaluate alternative interpretations of P . A feature model represents an interpretation of the part as a set of MRSEV
features.
Feature Models. Let P be the given part and S be the given stock. We dene a feature model of P and S to be
a nite set of MRSEV instances M having the following properties:
1. If we subtract the MRSEVs in M from S, we get P ; i.e., S   [
m2Mm = P .
2. No MRSEV in M is redundant, i.e., for every MRSEV l 2M , S   [
m2M flgm 6= P .
Intuitively, a feature model is an interpretation of the delta volume as a set of machining features. For example,
the set fh; s1; s2; s3g shown in Figure 5 is a Feature Model.
Given a realistic part, there will be a large (theoretically speaking, innite) number of MRSEVs that may be
used in a model of the part. We will only be interested in recognizing those MRSEVs which will be useful in CAM
applications. Therefore, we dene following two restrictions on MRSEVs we will consider:
Valid MRSEVs. A MRSEV m is valid for a given part P , if:
1. m creates some portion of the boundary of P (i.e., b(m) \ b(P ) 6= ;).
2. m does not intersect P (i.e., m \ P = ;).
Primary MRSEVs. A primary MRSEV for a part P and stock S is any valid MRSEV m, that satises the
following conditions:
1. Every valid MRSEV n that contains m (and has the same location and orientation) also has the same eective
volume as m (i.e., if m  n then e(n; S) = e(m;S)).
2. Every valid MRSEV n that is contained inm (and has the same location and orientation) has a smaller eective
volume (i.e., if n  m then e(n; S)  e(m;S)).
The output of the feature recognizer is a primary Feature Set, M. This is a nite set whose elements are all
primary MRSEV instances from some feature model.
An arbitrary part and stock may still present a problem because they still could contain an innite number of
instances of primary MRSEVs, giving rise to an innitely large feature set. In order to address this, we consider
parts which have feature models containing primary MRSEVs with the following characteristics:
1. For any hole MRSEV in a model, the delta volume contains either a subface of its cylindrical face or its entire
ending surfaces;
2. For any pocket MRSEV in a model, either a subface of its bottom face is present in the delta volume, or else
it is a through pocket with one non-planar or at least two of its non-parallel planar side faces present in delta
volume.
3. For any edge-cut MRSEV in a model, the complete surface produced by the cutting edge of the tool is present
in the delta volume.
For any part satisfying these restrictions, there will be only a polynomial number of primary MRSEV instances [23].
A MRSEV recognition algorithm is complete if it returns the set of all primary MRSEV instances that appear
in any of the feature models of P and S. As discussed in the next section, the above restrictions provide sucient
information to be able to identify all instances of hole, pocket, and edge-cut MRSEVs, and thus they allow us to
develop a MRSEV recognition algorithm that is complete over all parts satisfying these restrictions. The proof of
completeness for the cases of hole and pocket MRSEVs was given previously in [23].
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4.1 MRSEV Recognition Algorithms
To extract instances of MRSEVs, we start with a solid model of the part, and obtain data about it via queries to
the solid modeling system. One of the most popular approaches for representing geometric solids is the boundary-
representation approach, in which the solid is represented in terms of the faces that bound it. Our algorithm uses
solid modeling operations basic to boundary-representation solid modeling systems. Proceeding from the observation
that every face of the delta volume must be on the surface of some MRSEV instance m, the algorithm constructs all
primary MRSEV instances that contain m. It does this by traversing the faces of the delta volume and instantiating
the primary MRSEVs capable of covering all or a portion of each face. A high-level description of the MRSEV
recognition algorithm is given in Fig.6.
Algorithm 4.1 Recognize MRSEVs(P;S)
INPUT: solid models of a part P and stock S
OUTPUT: a primary feature set, M. Initially, M = ;.
for each face f of S   P do
if surface type of f == PLANE
M =M
S
Find Holes from Planar Face(f;P; S)
S
Find Pockets from Planar Face(f;P; S)
Find Edge-Flats from Planar Face(f;P; S)
Find Edge-Rounds from Planar Face(f;P;S)
if surface type of f == CYLINDER
M =M
S
Find Holes from Cyl Face(f;P; S)
S
Find Pockets from Cyl Face(f;P;S)
Find Edge-Flats from Cyl Face(f;P;S)
Find Edge-Rounds from Cyl Face(f;P; S)
if surface type of f == CONE
M =M
S
Find Holes from Conical Face(f;P;S)
S
Find Pockets from Conical Face(f;P;S)
Find Edge-Flats from Conical Face(f;P;S)
Find Edge-Rounds from Conical Face(f;P; S)
if surface type of f == TORUS
M =M
S
Find Holes from Toroid Face(f;P; S)
S
Find Pockets from Toroid Face(f;P; S)
Find Edge-Flats from Toroid Face(f;P; S)
Find Edge-Rounds from Toroid Face(f;P;S)
if surface type of f == SPHERE
M =M
S
Find Holes from Spherical Face(f;P; S)
S
Find Pockets from Spherical Face(f;P; S)
Find Edge-Flats from Spherical Face(f;P; S)
Find Edge-Rounds from Spherical Face(f;P; S)
end for
delete all flat bottomed holes from M// subsumed by pockets
return(M)
Figure 6: A high-level description of a MRSEV recognition algorithm.
A MRSEV instance is a parameterized solid. For each type of MRSEV, we have a procedure that constructs an






Algorithm 4.2 Find Holes from Cyl Face(f;P; S)
INPUT: solid models of a part P and stock S, a cylindrical face f .
OUTPUT: a primary feature set, M0, containing all holes that can be found from f .
radius = radius of f
orientation = axis of f
// e is a face
Find Hole End(orientation,e)
// on exit from Find Hole End, orientation
// points toward the hole end, if there is one
// e is the hole end surface
if there is a hole end e then
end = surface type of e
location = position of e
depth = distance from location to outside stock on orientation
m = New Hole(location,orientation,depth,radius,end)
if (m \ P == ;) then
M0 = fmg
else
location = position outside stock on orientation
depth = distance from location to outside stock on orientation
end = conical end
m1 = New Hole(location,orientation,depth,radius,end)
location = position outside stock on -orientation
m2 = New Hole(location,-orientation,depth,radius,end)
if (m1 \
 P == ;) then
M0 = fm1g
if (m2 \
 P == ;) then
M0 = fm2g
return(M0)
Figure 7: Algorithm for recognizing MRSEV holes from cylindrical part surfaces.
The boundary of a MRSEV instance is made up of dierent types of faces. Each kind of face (planar face, conical
face, etc.) may be part of the boundary of one or more types of MRSEVs. For example, a cylindrical surface could
be considered as the side face of a MRSEV hole, as a corner radius of a MRSEV pocket, or the surface produced
by an edge-round MRSEV. Constructing a set of primary MRSEV instances covering a particular face depends on
the type of face we are building from. In the case of a cylindrical face, we want to try to instantiate each type of
primary MRSEV feature that might have produced it : a MRSEV hole, an MRSEV edge-round, and one or more
primary MRSEV pockets.
To accomplish this, for each type of face we have functions that, via queries to the solid modeler, return the set
of primary MRSEVs that can contain all or part of that face. For each type of MRSEV, the function nds values
for the attributes of primary MRSEV instances of that type and constructs each. Hence, by considering every face
in the delta volume (i.e. every face that needs to be machined) the set M of all of primary MRSEV instances can
be built.
For example, we have functions for building MRSEVs from cylindrical faces:
Find Holes from Cyl Face(f;P; S)
Find Pockets from Cyl Face(f;P;S)
Find Edge-Flat from Cyl Face(f;P; S)
Find Edge-Round from Cyl Face(f;P; S)
Each of these functions return the set of instances of primary MRSEVs that can be found from a given cylindrical
face f . Similarly, for each type of face and type of MRSEV there is a function
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Algorithm 4.3 Find Pockets from Planar Face(f;P;S)
INPUT: solid models of a part P and stock S
OUTPUT: a primary feature set, M0, containing all pockets that can be found from f .
// the case for a non-through pocket; i.e. f is part of a bottom face
orientation = normal vector of f
intersect P with half-space above the plane of f
sweep the intersected P on orientation for depth distance
prole = slice the swept P on orientation through its middle
// the slice would be at a point on orientation and distance depth/2
// from location; there may be several proles found by
// the slice, we are interested in the one that intersects the line through
// location on orientation
islands = inner edge loops of prole
location = position of prole
// choice of this will depend on the application, for example it could be
simply
// the location of one of the vertices of one of prole's bounding edges
depth = distance from location to outside stock on orientation
m = New Pocket(location,orientation,depth,prole,islands)




// the case for a through pocket
for each face f 0 of S   P, f 0 6= f, not f 0 jj f do
orientation = cross product of the vectors normal to f and f 0
sweep P on orientation for depth distance
prole = slice the swept P on orientation through its middle
// same as above
islands = ;
// no islands, as it is a \through" pocket
location = position of prole
// again, choice of this will depend on the application
// for example, the location of one of the vertices of one of
// prole's bounding edges
depth = distance from location to outside stock on orientation
m1 = New Pocket(location,orientation,depth,prole,islands)














Figure 8: Algorithm for recognizing MRSEV pockets from planar part surfaces.
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(a): stock (before machining) (b): part (after machining)
Figure 9: An example part and stock.
Find Holes from Planar Face(f;P;S)
Find Pockets from Planar Face(f;P;S)
Find Edge-Flats from Planar Face(f;P;S)
Find Edge-Rounds from Planar Face(f;P; S)
Find Holes from Conical Face(f;P; S)
Find Pockets from Conical Face(f;P; S)
Find Edge-Flats from Conical Face(f;P; S)
Find Edge-Rounds from Conical Face(f;P; S)
etc: : :
Space does not permit elaboration on each of the functions for constructing primary MRSEVs from
each kind of face. We present below two of the more interesting ones: Find Holes from Cyl Face and
Find Pockets from Planar Face. We present pseudo-code outlines of these algorithms, for greater detail the
reader is referred to [23]. Implementation of these will vary depending on the functionality of the modeling system
chosen. The outline for algorithm 4.2, for builing instances of MRSEV holes, is in Fig.7.
Two situations need to be considered when building a MRSEV pocket from a planar face f : the rst is where f
contains part of the bottom face of a MRSEV pocket; the second is where f contains part of a side face of the pocket.
In the rst case, we obtain the prole of a primary MRSEV pocket by sweeping the part of the solid P lying above
the face f along the orientation of the pocket and taking a cross-section of the resulting volume. This guarantees
we will obtain a maximal prole that does not intrude into the part. For the second case, we are dealing with only
through pockets. Hence, for each possible orientation for a through pocket we consider a cross-section of the part P
after it has been swept in that direction. Algorithm 4.3 for constructing MRSEV pocket instances is in Fig.8.
Example. Figure 9 shows an example part. Let us assume that this part will be machined from a rectangular
stock. For this part, Figure 10 shows the various MRSEVs identied by our algorithm. In this case, feature set is
M = fh1; h2; h3; h4; h5; h6; h7; h8; h9; h10; h11; h12; p1; p2; p3; p4; p5; p6; p7; p8; p9; p10g:
4.2 Feature Osetting
In many cases, the most cost eective way to machine a MRSEV involves performing the machining operation
using the largest possible tool. Such situations may require that the tool moves outside the boundary of the stock
material. For a MRSEV pocket, the edge prole denoting its outline may present unnecessarily strict constraints on
the selection of tooling and operations. To take this into account, when the edges of the MRSEV pocket prole do
not all lie on the part boundary we perform feature osetting.
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Figure 11: An example of feature osetting.
Given an instance of a pocket MRSEV, the prole corresponding to its bottom face contains two types of edges:
(1) closed edges: those which belong to pocket faces whose exterior's (with respect to the volume of the pocket) are
incident with some portion of the surface of the part and (2) open edges: those belonging to pocket faces whose
exterior's are incident exclusively with a portion of the surface of the stock.
After nding a MRSEV pocket prole containing open edges, the prole is oset to take into account the radius
of the largest appropriate tool that may be used to machine the volume. This value can be thought of as a parameter
to the feature recognizer. During osetting, the open edges of a MRSEV pocket are found are oset by the tool
radius in order to allow the tool to move on or outside of these edges during machining. This modies the pocket
volume to make it more appropriate for machining.
Figure 11 provides an illustration of the feature osetting process. In the gure, edges e2; e3; e4 have been oset
to take into account the radius of a machine tool.
4.3 Implementation
We have built a proof-of-concept implementation of this feature recognition methodology in C++ using version 3.0.1
of the AT&T C++ compiler from SUN Microsystems, version 1.4.1 of Spatial Technologies' ACIS c solid modeling
kernel, and the NIHCL C++ Class Library developed at the National Institutes of Health. Also being employed
in our development eorts are Ithaca Software's HOOPS c Graphics System and the Tcl/Tk embeddable command
language and user interface toolkit developed at the University of California at Berkeley.
The current implementation of the MRSEV recognizer conforms to the framework outlined in [22, 23] with the
exception of bottom blended pockets and some cases of through pockets and the addition of the edge-cut features and
feature osetting presented in this paper. We have omitted bottom blends on pockets in the current implementation
because they are not crucial to the downstream application of manufacturability analysis. Implementation for general
through pockets was restricted by the current version of the ACIS c application procedural interface. At the time of
this writing, we are extending the ACIS c application procedural interface to provide all the functionality described
in [22, 8, 23].
4.4 Important Characteristics of the Algorithm
Our MRSEV recognition methodology has following distinguishing characteristics:
1. Interface with standards: It recognizes features from the MRSEV feature library. The authors believe this is
the rst feature recognition eort to address a feature class that has been dened using PDES/STEP.
2. Features correspond to machining operations: The MRSEV features addressed correspond directly to general
machining operations on 3-axis machining centers.
3. Feature Osetting: When possible, the MRSEV features recognized are oset to account for the dimensions
of the milling tool to be used. The new oset features correspond more naturally to the area which will be
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machined to produce the desired removal volume. This is signicant to the our application of manufacturability
analysis in that it simplies costly and complex tool sweep proles that might be produced by constructing
features solely from the part and the delta volume.
4. Accessibility: The formulation of feature accessibility can include considerations about the possible physical
mountings for the tool. This represents an improvement over methodologies that consider only the semi-innite
accessibility of feature surfaces.
5. Ability to guarantee completeness over a signicant class of parts: Our approach encompasses many parts of
direct interest to machining and manufacturability analysis application.
6. Polynomial-time worst-case complexity: This represents an improvement over the potentially exponential cost
of subgraph matching and rule-based systems. If each solid modeling operation took unit time, the version of
the algorithm we present here would run in time O(n2).2
There are no denitive complexity results for the operations common to solid modeling systems. The actual cost
will depend on the particular data structure chosen and its implementation|but it is believed that algorithms
for computing booleans, for example, take time somewhere between O(n2) and O(n4). In this case, the total
run time of our algorithm would be between O(n4) and O(n6).
5 Generating and Evaluating Feature Models from a Feature Set
Since the main focus if this paper has been to present a methodology for nding all features that are elements of
feature models, we will not discuss the specics of these applications. Rather our goal in this section is to outline the
potential CAM applications that exploit the properties of this feature recognition methodology. For more information
on the specics of these applications, readers are referred to [8, 9].
After nding the set M, the next step is to use these features to generate feature models for the design. Many
times, the set M of all primary MRSEVs contains redundant MRSEVs (i.e., same portion of the delta volume is
covered by more than one MRSEV). For most CAM applications, we will be interested in collections of MRSEVs
which do not have any redundant elements (i.e., we don't want to machine the same volume twice). As dened in
Section 4, MRSEV models are collections of MRSEVs which are sucient for machining a given part and do not
include any redundant elements. In general, for a given part there may be more than one feature model, each one
corresponding to a potential way of making the part. Since each feature model is basically an irredundant set cover
for the setM, models can be generated using variations on irredundant-set-covering techniques[21], and use pruning
heuristics to discard unpromising models.
Consider an evaluation function which estimates the manufacturability of a given feature model. In most of
the cases, we are interested in nding the feature model which optimizes this evaluation function. For example, an
evaluation function might use the feature model to consider production cost, production time or other factors related
to manufacturability. In order to guarantee that the solution found is indeed optimal, it becomes important for the
feature recognition procedure to be complete over the class of parts being considered. In practice this may not always
be feasible, however analysis of completeness will produce information useful for determining the limitations of the
system and identifying the potential sources for problems when they do occur.
Besides optimizing the evaluation function value, a feature model may need to satisfy additional constraints. For
example, in case of process planning, operations associated with the feature model should be capable of meeting the
tolerance requirements. Moreover, for a MRSEV model to be useful for process planning, there must exist a sequence
of machining operations such that during all stages of machining, the intermediate workpiece geometry is suitable
for xturing and setup. Given a candidate operation sequence, the machining data for that sequence, the MRSEV's
dimensions, and the material from which the part is to be made, we can evaluate whether or not it can satisfactorily
achieve the tolerance specications. As there may be many ways to achieve these constraints, it is important that
the feature recognizer produce a satisfactory set for evaluation of all of these alternatives.
2We assume the solid S is represented by some boundary data structure, in general, the size nS of this data structure will be
nS = O(ES) where ES is the number of edges of the solid. For the worst case of these data structures, we can say this size is O(nS)
where nS = ES + VS + FS and ES ; VS; and FS are the number of edges, vertices, and faces of S respectively. Euler's equation tells
2 = V   E + F , hence we can simplify this to be nS = 2 + 2E or just nS = O(ES).
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6 Conclusions
We have described our approach for recognition of machining features from CAD models for the purposes of manu-
facturability analysis. The algorithms we present take a CAD model and extract all instances of MRSEV features
occurring in any of the alternative feature models for the given part. We have proven the approach to be complete
over a signicant class of parts.
Some of the primary characteristics of our approach are as follows:
1. While various CAD and CAM applications may have compatible goals and functionality, their specic details
have been dierent enough that integration has proven dicult. To address this, our approach recognizes
features from the MRSEV library, oering the possibility of compliance with the well known STEP standard.
The authors believe this is the rst feature recognition eort to addresses PDES/STEP denable feature classes.
2. In addition to feature recognition, these algorithms can be viewed as a means of translation from a solid model
to a STEP representation. This is of potential signicance for data exchange applications.
3. Our approach handles a variety of hole, pocket, and edge-cut MRSEVs, along with accessibility constraints for
those features.
4. The algorithm's time complexity is quadratic in the number of solid modeling operations.
5. The feature recognition algorithm is provably complete over a signicant class of realistic parts [23], even if
the features intersect with each other in complex ways. This property is important for tasks such as manu-
facturability analysis, in which determining the manufacturability of a design may require trying a number of
alternative possibilities to see which one is best.
Near-term goals include incorporating a more sophisticated denition of accessibility and continuing to enhance
our implementation. Medium-term directions include extending our results and procedures to include other MRSEVs
and exploring techniques for the simplifying the model in order to achieve a reduction in complexity (as done in [6]).
Further, we hope to exploit the object-oriented structure to the MRSEV hierarchy to support extensibility and
user-dened features. We are currently considering how to use an object-oriented paradigm to generalize the results
and algorithms to other feature hierarchies and user-dened feature classes.
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